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Short Discussion Topic



Spaced repetition:

-A brief review from yesterday’s content
-Q&A from yesterday’s content



HOW DO WE LEARN?

“singular” 
(idea/reflex)



HOW DO WE LEARN?

“mapping”



HOW DO WE LEARN?

“system”



“system of systems”

Overcoming 

Borders



REFLEXES

ACTIONS

REPRESENTATIONS

ABSTRACTIONS



Neuro-efficient learning

“Just enough to get by”

Overcoming 

Borders



Why is learning not more straight-forward?



Reality of Learning (Micro-development)

How can standard rubrics keep track of this?

We need a better 

assessment system!



Keywords for great learning and teaching!

 -Autonomy

 -Alignment with goals

 -Feelings of ownership!

Overcoming 

Borders



Standard Rubric (materials evaluation)

“What’s wrong with this?”

Overcoming 

Borders



Standard Rubric (teacher evaluation)

“What’s wrong with this?”

Ineffective Developing Skilled Accomplished

Overcoming 

Borders



3D:CG Evaluation



Ineffective Developing Skilled Accomplished



 -To seek good design

 -To seek good technique

 -To seek good content

The Prime Directives 
of Teaching Evaluation :



3 criteria for 3D:CG Assessment: Design
Technique
Content

In question format:

(1) How well connected are the teaching points?

(2) How engaging is the teacher (or the teaching)?

(3) How applicable is the teaching to the goal, or real world? 



3D:CG Evaluation forms

X, Y, Z PLANES:

Engagement  

Learning points’ connectedness 

Real world connection



Overcoming 

Borders



X, Y, Z PLANES:

Engagement  

Learning points’ connectedness 

Real world connection







Consider a class you teach, 
or a class you took as a student. 

Assess on this plane. 





X, Y, Z PLANES:

Engagement  

Learning points’ connectedness 

Real world connection







Consider a class you teach, 
or a class you took as a student. 

Assess on this plane. 





X, Y, Z PLANES:

Engagement  

Learning points’ connectedness 

Real world connection







Consider a class you teach, 
or a class you took as a student. 

Assess on this plane. 



Engagement (y)

Duration  (x)Applicability  (z)



  Twelve merits of the 3D:CG evaluation system: 

(1) It identifies the strengths and weaknesses of any 

pedagogical design put to it, on three meaningful planes.

(2) It has Fischer’s Dynamic Skill Theory as its backbone.  

(3) As a framework for thought, it graphically represents 

the strengths and weaknesses of teaching designs in 3D 

format, making the designs tangible in a way that induces 

newer thinking regarding pedagogy (creating a high 

support context) 

(Rate the importance for you 1-5)



  Twelve merits of the 3D:CG evaluation system: 

(4) It uses the product [ Π ], not a sum [Σ] of the evaluation 

marks, significantly affecting (lowering) the overall 

evaluation involving marks inclusive of zero and/or one.

(5) Each of the three rubrics may be used as stand-alone    

rubrics, if necessary. 

(6) The mathematical notation of the coordinates (x, y, z) 

and their product [ Π ] are simple to learn and implement. 

(Rate the importance for you 1-5)



  Twelve merits of the 3D:CG evaluation system: 

(7) It can be given to students to evaluate their textbooks, 

course, and teacher’s delivery, etc., with the added benefit of 

being able to train students to be more critical thinkers. As a 

tool and as a framework, it trains the student to think more 

deeply about their studies, their school, and how it all applies 

to their future.

(8) Usage of the rubrics and templates in the classroom context can 

be its own formidable lesson plan. Often described as “theraputic” 

by  students. 

(Rate the importance for you 1-5)



  Twelve merits of the 3D:CG evaluation system: 

(9) The 3D:CG evaluation quickly and efficiently provides a 

comprehensive roadmap on how to improve the teaching.

(10) Evaluating from zero to 4:  compels teachers to notice 

that “zero” evaluation is the real starting point (not 1). In 

contrast with conventional rubric systems, there is no 

“forced clumping” of data. 

(Rate the importance for you 1-5)



  Twelve merits of the 3D:CG evaluation system: 
(Rate the importance for you 1-5)

(11) 3D:CG evaluation  is more comprehensive than using 

the conventional rubrics because it allows decimal points 

between integers. (Infinite possibilities)

(12) 3D:CG Evaluation offers a comprehensive way to uniformly 

assess any pedagogical system. It is now possible to directly 

compare textbooks of completely different methodologies—the 

results that are comprehensive, and insightful. 



3D:CG Evaluation forms

x, y, z planes:
Engagement  
Learning points’ connectedness 
Real world connection

It’s your turn now!
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